Sat Paul Mittal School in collaboration with Ashoka University organised a
webinar on Creative Writing
As a part of College and Career Readiness
Program (CCRP), Sat Paul Mittal School in
collaboration with Ashoka University
organised a webinar on Creative Writing
on 30th July, 2021. The workshop was
conducted by Arunava Sinha, Associate
Professor of Creative Writing at Ashoka
University. The workshop began with an
introduction about the professor, followed
by a current student studying at the
Ashoka University informing everyone in
the meeting about their experience and
the courses the university has to offer on
creative writing.
The workshop was mainly revolved around
multiple exercises which were aimed at
learning basic tools of fiction-writing and
flash fiction. The first exercise which the
participants had, to begin with, was
thinking of one characteristic of their best
friend which mainly describes their
personality. The participants actively contributed and came up with wonderful ideas.
The second exercise involved creating a fictional character and form a connection between
the two of them. The processing of the stories was gradually being molded by all the
participants with the help of the professor. After each interesting exercise, students worked
singly and got more hooked to it.
The third exercise required them to form the setting and come up with a meeting spot for
both their characters. Everyone was enthusiastically partaking in all the virtual activities; the
professor had done the best job in making all the participants engrossed in their stories. All
their creative ideas were welcomed and entertained.
The fourth exercise involved them adding a surprise element, to produce conflict and make
their storied engaging. By the end of the session, every participant had a detailed outline of
their stories culminated. The seminar was a grand success and gave all the participants
resourceful learning.
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